The World’s
Most Advanced
Ceiling Fans

The Ceiling Fan,
Reinvented
The ceiling fan had gone unchanged for 100 years. Now
Big Ass Fans® brings its industrial design and engineering
to this forgotten fixture of every home. With a full range
of sizes and finishes available, you no longer have to
sacrifice style for comfort—and since our Haiku® fans are
all top-rated by ENERGY STAR®, they’ll make your home
even more efficient while keeping things cool.
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The quietest, most efficient ceiling
fan is now the smartest, too.
Haiku with SenseME technology
makes comfort simple
The world’s first smart fan, Haiku® with SenseME™ monitors
temperature conditions and adjusts the fan speed to keep you
comfortable automatically. When you change the speed via the
smartphone app or supplied IR remote, SenseME remembers
your comfort preferences for the future. Featuring a built-in motion
sensor and a variety of control modes, Haiku with SenseME also
works with the Nest Learning Thermostat™ save energy and slash
utility bills year-round. Talk about a Smart Ass™ fan.
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& Adjusts
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Haiku with SenseME technology
goes above and beyond
Motion Sensor
Detects when you enter or
leave a room and turns Haiku
on and off automatically

Alarm
Wakes you up politely with
any combination of air, light
and sound

Whoosh® Mode
Silently mimics a natural breeze to
make you feel up to 40% cooler

Scheduling
Set precise schedules for all of
Haiku’s unique control modes

Smart Mode
Learns your comfort preferences,
automatically adjusting the speed
to what you like best

Wi-Fi
Control your fan manually with the
smartphone app and enjoy new
features via over-the-air updates

Sleep Mode
Provides customized comfort
all night long so you don’t
wake up freezing or sweating

Grouping
Sync multiple fans in the same
space for identical operation

Learn more about SenseME technology at bigassfans.com/SenseME
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Haiku Features

Haiku 60

Haiku 52

Haiku 84

Fan Diameter

52-inch (1.3-m)

60-inch (1.5-m)

84-inch (2.1-m)

Airfoil Material

Moso bamboo or
matrix composite

Moso bamboo or
matrix composite

Aircraft-grade aluminum

Airfoil Finishes

Caramel

Cocoa

White

Black

Caramel

Cocoa

White

Black

White

Black

Yellow

Polished
Aluminum

SenseME Capable

LED Module Available

Wall Switch Option

Remote Included

Suitable Ceiling Heights

8-ft (2.4-m) and higher
Flat or sloped ceilings

Build your own custom fan at bigassfans.com/craft-your-haiku

8-ft (2.4-m) and higher
Flat or sloped ceilings

9-ft (2.7-m) and higher
Flat or sloped ceilings

Have a Big Ass Room?
Ordinary fans don’t always cut it in larger spaces. Ranging up to 14 feet
(4.3 meters) in diameter and featuring gearless, direct-drive motors for
silent operation, Big Ass Fans circulate an ocean of air to keep you
comfortable in spaces with ceiling heights as low as 12 feet (3.7 meters).

Isis
The industrial-chic Isis® delivers the perfect combination
of gentle air circulation, energy efficiency, silent operation
and stylish appearance for residential spaces with higher
ceilings such as living rooms.

Essence
Fully customizable to suit any space indoors or out, Essence®
provides the air movement needed in areas such as indoor
pools, great rooms or patios.

Visit bigassfans.com/for-home

8- to 10-ft
(2.4- to 3.0-m)
diameter

8- to 14-ft
(2.4- to 4.3-m)
diameter

